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While electric vehicles offer many advantages--including
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and the country's
dependence on imported petroleum--at least one barrier
stands in the way of their large-scale adoption: "range
anxiety."
The current 2014 electric Nissan Leaf, for example, has a
range of just 84 miles on a fully charged battery.
With support from the National Science Foundation,
researchers at George Washington University, led by Stuart
Licht, think they have developed a novel solution, and they're
calling it the "molten air battery."
These new rechargeable batteries, which use molten
electrolytes, oxygen from air, and special "multiple electron"
storage electrodes, have the highest intrinsic electric energy
storage capacities of any other batteries to date. Their energy
density, durability and cost effectiveness give them the
potential to replace conventional electric car batteries, said
Licht, a professor in GWU's Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences' Department of Chemistry.
The researchers started with iron, carbon or vanadium boride
for their ability to transfer multiple electrons. Molten air
batteries made with iron, carbon or vanadium boride can
store three, four and 11 electrons per molecule respectively,
giving them 20 to 50 times the storage capacity of a lithiumion battery, which is only able to store one electron per
molecule of lithium.

The batteries are able to recharge by electrochemically
reinserting a large number of electrons. The rechargeable
battery uses oxygen directly from the air, not stored, to yield
high battery capacity. The high activity of molten electrolytes
is what allows this charging to occur, according to Licht.
The electrolytes are all melted to a liquid by temperatures
between 700 and 800 degrees Celsius. This high-temperature
requirement is challenging to operate inside a vehicle, but
such temperatures are also reached in conventional internal
combustion engines.

"Molten air introduces an entirely new class of batteries,"
Licht said.
Other multiple-electron-per-molecule batteries the Licht
group has introduced, such as the super-iron or coated
vanadium boride air battery, also have high storage
capacities. But they had one serious drawback: They were not
rechargeable. Rechargeable molten batteries (without air),
such as a molten sulfur battery, have been previously
investigated, but are limited by a low storage capacity.
The new molten air batteries, by contrast, offer the best of
both worlds: a combination of high storage capacity and
reversibility. As the name implies, air acts as one of the
battery electrodes, while simple nickel or iron electrodes can
serve as the other. "Molten" refers to the electrolyte, which is
mixed with reactants for iron, carbon or vanadium boride,
then heated until the mixture becomes liquid. The liquid
electrolyte covers the metal electrode and is also exposed to
the air electrode.

The researchers continue to work on their model to make the
batteries viable candidates for extending electric cars' driving
range. In the Licht group's latest study, the molten air battery
operating temperature has been lowered to 600 degrees
Celsius or less. The new class of molten-air batteries could
also be used for large-scale energy storage for electric grids.
"A high-temperature battery is unusual for a vehicle, but we
know it has feasibility," Licht said. "It presents an interesting
engineering question."

Molten-air battery's storage capacity among
the highest of any battery type

This chart compares the characteristics of molten-air batteries that use three different types of materials. Credit: Licht, et al. Â©2013 The Royal
Society of Chemistry

(Phys.org) —Researchers have demonstrated a new class of high-energy battery, called a "molten-air
battery," that has one of the highest storage capacities of any battery type to date. Unlike some other
high-energy batteries, the molten-air battery has the advantage of being rechargeable. Although the
molten electrolyte currently requires high-temperature operation, the battery is so new that the
researchers hope that experimenting with different molten compositions and other characteristics
will make molten-air batteries strong competitors in electric vehicles and for storing energy for the
electric grid.
The researchers, Stuart Licht, Baochen Cui, Jessica Stuart, Baohui Wang, and Jason Lau, at George
Washington University, have published a paper on the new molten-air battery in a recent issue of Energy &
Environmental Science.
"This is the first time that a rechargeable molten-air battery has been demonstrated," Licht told Phys.org.
"There have been rechargeable batteries that use molten electrolytes, but not air. For example,
molten-sulfur batteries have been widely studied for electric car and grid applications. However, sulfur is
twice as massive as oxygen (per electron stored) and its mass needs to be carried as part of the battery
(whereas air is freely available). The molten-air batteries are the first rechargeable batteries to use a molten
salt to store energy using 'free' oxygen from the air and multi-electron storage molecules."
This ability to store multiple electrons in a single molecule is one of the biggest advantages of the
molten-air battery. By their nature, multiple-electron-per-molecule batteries usually have higher storage
capacities compared to single-electron-per-molecule batteries, such as Li-ion batteries. The battery with the
highest energy capacity to date, the vanadium boride (VB2)-air battery, can store 11 electrons per molecule.
However, the VB2-air battery and many other high-capacity batteries have a serious drawback: they are not
rechargeable.
Here, the researchers demonstrated that molten-air batteries offer a combination of high storage capacity
and reversibility. The molten-air battery uses oxygen from the air as the cathode material, giving it the
benefit of not having to carry this weight. It also has the advantage of not using any exotic catalysts or
membranes. Different versions of the battery use different electrolytes, but they are all molten, i.e., melted
"Molten-air battery's storage capacity among the highest of any battery type." Phys.org. 19 Sep 2013.
http://phys.org/news/2013-09-molten-air-battery-storage-capacity-highest.html
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to a liquid by a high temperature, in this case around 700-800 °C.
The researchers experimented with using iron, carbon, and VB2 as the molten electrolyte, demonstrating
very high capacities of 10,000, 19,000, and 27,000 Wh/l, respectively. The capacities are influenced by the
number of electrons that each type of molecule can store: 3 electrons for iron, 4 electrons for carbon, and 11
electrons for VB2. In comparison, the Li-air battery has an energy capacity of 6,200 Wh/l, due to its
single-electron-per-molecule transfer and lower density than the other compositions.
The researchers explain that they were able to make the battery reversible by using an unusual electrolytic
splitting process to function as battery "charging." For example, when the iron molten-air battery is
discharged, the iron mixes with the oxygen to produce iron oxide. To charge the battery, the iron oxide is
converted back into iron metal, and O2 is released into the air. The carbon and VB2 molten-air batteries
recharge in a similar way, although the electrochemical properties of VB2 are not as well understood as the
others.
As Licht explained, the molten electrolyte is a key to making the battery rechargeable.
"In the case of molten-air batteries, the molten electrolyte opens a pathway to recharge a wide variety of
high-capacity multi-electron storage materials," he said. "These materials, while highest in capacity, are a
challenge to recharge (how do you reinsert 11 electrons back into each molecule of vanadium boride?). The
molten electrolyte provides an effective media that is compatible with both recharging these materials and
'free' oxygen from the air for storage. The high activity of molten electrolytes allows this charging to
occur."
While the molten-air battery's high capacity and reversibility make it an attractive candidate for future
energy storage applications, the researchers are continuing to improve other areas of the battery. For
example, they plan to investigate other types of molten electrolytes with lower melting temperatures,
increasing the voltage (a major contributor to power density and, for electric vehicles, maximum speed),
and improving the energy efficiency.
"High temperature for a battery is unusual," Licht said. "However, it is not an impediment. Lower capacity,
high-temperature molten electrolyte sulfur batteries have already been tested without incident in electric
vehicles. No weak spot has yet appeared. The discharge current of the molten-air electrode is sufficient to
yield high battery voltages, but as described in the study could be even greater when a higher surface area
between the cycled air and the molten salt will be achieved."
More information: Stuart Licht, et al. "Molten Air – A new, highest energy class of rechargeable
batteries." Energy & Environmental Science. DOI: 10.1039/C3EE42654H
Also at arXiv:1307.1305 [physics.chem-ph] http://arxiv.org/abs/1307.1305
© 2013 Phys.org. All rights reserved.
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(Nanowerk Spotlight) Oxygen is an
advantageous battery storage material
as it is freely available from the air and
does not need to be carried with the
other battery components. Unlike the
lithium-ion batteries used today,
lithium–oxygen batteries do not require
metal oxide cathodes to produce
electrochemical power, instead
generating power from reactions with
oxygen in the atmosphere. Air has
been widely used in single-use
disposable batteries, such as hearing
aid batteries. However, attempts to
date to use air in rechargeable
batteries has not led to viable systems.
For example, lithium-air batteries have
recently been attempted by replacing
the conventional Li-ion battery cathode
with air (see for instance: "A nanoscale
glimpse of batteries in action").
However, to date these lithium-air
batteries have not met with success
due to their need for non-reactive
resistive electrolytes and the low
density of lithium compounds which
leads to a low volumetric battery
capacity.
A new class of rechargeable batteries
– 'molten air' batteries – solve these
challenges by using highly conductive
molten electrolytes and very high
capacity multiple electron compounds
such as carbon and vanadium diboride
(VB2). Unlike prior rechargeable
molten batteries, the molten air battery
is not burdened by the weight of the
active chargeable cathode material.
The rechargeable molten air electrode
instead uses oxygen directly from the
air to yield high battery capacity.

"Molten air batteries advance the field
of energy storage by opening up
multiple opportunities for new higher
capacity batteries," Stuart Licht, a
professor of chemistry at George
Washington University, tells
Nanowerk. "These are the first
batteries to reversibly use oxygen from
the air to store energy via a molten salt
and multiple electrons stored per
molecule at the counter electrode."
In a new paper in the September 12,
2013 online edition of Energy &
Environmental Science ("Molten Air - A
new, highest energy class of
rechargeable batteries"), Licht and his
team establish the foundation,
experimental demonstration, and proof
of principle of a new class of molten air
batteries.

In their work, the researchers
demonstrate three working examples
of the new battery’s electron transfer
chemistry. They include the energy
stored in the battery by the 4 electrons
released by carbon, the 3 electrons
released by iron, and the 11 electrons
released by vanadium diboride. These
air battery examples have greater
respective intrinsic volumetric energy
capacities – 10,000 (for Fe to Fe(III)),
19,000 (C to CO32-) and 27,000 Wh
liter-1 (VB2 to B2O3 + V2O5) – much
higher than that of the lithium air
battery at 6,200 Wh liter-1.
This proof of concept study
demonstrates the principles of the
molten air battery class with three new
batteries. Licht and his team expect
there will be new demonstrations of
other molten air batteries, chemical
explorations of the energy storage
mechanisms, and engineering
optimization of the cell.
"The discharge current of the molten
air electrode is sufficient to yield high
battery voltages, but could be even
greater when a higher surface area
between the cycled air and the molten
salt will be achieved," says Licht.

Top: The molten air battery. Bottom: The iron
molten air battery. The charging or discharging
process is indicated by red or blue text & arrows.
(Image: Stuart Licht, George Washington
University)

Potential applications of these molten
air batteries could be large scale
energy storage for electric grids (for
example to store electricity when wind
or solar electric is not available);
higher storage capacity for electric
cars (for example this system has
much greater capacity than high
temperature sodium sulfur batteries
which had been previously
investigated); or higher storage
capacity for drones.
By Michael Berger. Copyright ©
Nanowerk

(Nanowerk Spotlight) One of the
biggest obstacles that is holding back
the wide-spread adoption of electric
cars is the insufficient performance of
batteries. They don't last very long,
requiring a very dense network of
charging stations, they are heavy, and
they are expensive.
A new class of high-density,
rechargeable batteries might change
this picture by addressing the 'range
anxiety' that is inherent to current
electric vehicles by drastically
increasing their battery capacity:
molten air batteries have up to 50
times the storage capacity of lithiumion batteries. These batteries
reversibly use oxygen from the air to
store energy via a molten salt and
multiple electrons stored per molecule
at the counter electrode. We
introduced this concept to our readers
in a previous Nanowerk Spotlight ("A
new class of high-energy rechargeable
batteries - molten air").
Unlike previous rechargeable molten
batteries, the molten air battery is not
burdened by the weight of the active
chargeable cathode material. The
rechargeable molten air electrode
instead uses oxygen directly from the
air to yield high battery capacity.
"We start with iron, carbon or
vanadium boride for their ability to
transfer multiple electrons," Stuart
Licht, a professor of chemistry at
George Washington University,
explains to Nanowerk. "Molten air
batteries made with these materials
can store three, four and 11 electrons
per molecule respectively, giving them
20 to 50 times the storage capacity of
a lithium-ion battery, which is only able
to store a maximum of one electron
per molecule of lithium."
Licht and his team have now published
a new study in the May 2, 2014 online
edition of Journal of Materials
Chemistry A ("A Low Temperature Iron
Molten Air Battery"), in which they
introduce a more EV (electric vehicle)
compatible, i.e. lower temperature,
version of their molten air battery, and
demonstrate this with one version –
iron molten air – of the battery.

Various molten air battery
chemistries. (Image: Licht Group,
University of Washington)
Previous versions of the molten air
battery operated at temperatures of
700°C to 800°C, which is about the
same level that is typically reached by
internal combustion engines driven by
gasoline. The refined version of the
iron molten air battery introduced in
this paper can operate at a working
temperatures below 600°C, which
makes it more compatible with EV
applications.

applications. The storage of energy for
the electric grid increases the viability
of renewable energy to provide
continuous electricity when sunlight or
wind is not available.

Licht notes that, in addition to electric
vehicles, these molten air batteries
have a high capacity and potential for
low cost – they function with
inexpensive steel and nickel
electrodes – for electric grid storage

By Michael Berger. Copyright ©
Nanowerk

"The battery design is scalable and we
are interested in moving the battery
from laboratory to larger prototypes,"
he concludes.

Last year, researchers at George
Washington University led by Dr.
Stuart Licht introduced the principles of
a new class rechargeable molten air
batteries that offer amongst the
highest intrinsic electric energy storage
capabilities. (Earlier post.) The iron,
carbon and VB2 molten air batteries
they proposed offered intrinsic
volumetric energy capacities of 10,000
(for Fe to Fe(III)); 19,000 (C to CO32-)
and 27,000 Wh liter-1 (VB2 to B2O3 +
V2O5), compared to 6,200 Wh liter-1 for
a lithium-air battery.
Now, in a new paper in the RSC’s
Journal of Materials Chemistry A,
Baochen Cui and Licht report on a
lower-temperature iron molten air
battery that they suggest would be
more compatible with electric vehicle
applications.
A rechargeable molten air battery
(MAB) uses an air cathode, a molten
electrolyte and a high capacity multielectron anode. Discharging MABs
couple the cathodic reduction of O2
(from the air) with anodic multielectron/molecule oxidation to yield the
high intrinsic storage capacities. As
examples, the VB2 MAB offers 11electron oxidation; the carbon, 4electron; and the iron, 3-electron.

To achieve the lower temperature, the
team moved from a lithium carbonate
(Li2CO3) electrolyte which melts at 723
˚C to the alkali carbonate eutectic
(having the lowest melting point
possible) Li0.87Na0.63K0.50CO3 which
melts at around 393 ˚C.

The iron molten air battery; illustration of
the charge/discharge in molten carbonate.
The charging or discharging process is
indicated by red or blue text & arrows. Cui
and Licht,

In earlier work, the team demonstrated
the Molten Air Battery chemistries at
temperatures of 730 °C to 800 °C.
Unlike the challenges to study of the
Carbon or VB2 Molten Air Batteries by
constraining their intrinsic capacity, the
capacity of an Iron Molten Air Battery
can be controlled by limiting the iron
added to the cell. As one example of
the recently introduced molten air
battery class, we probe here the
rechargeable nature of the Iron Molten
Air Battery. Of the three examples of
molten air batteries provided to date,
the Iron Molten Air example provides
the easiest route to purposely restrict
the battery capacity by limiting the iron
reactant (by allowing free flow entry of
air, but by constraining the
concentration of dissolved iron salt in
the electrolyte). We will probe
sustainable current densities and
discharge efficacy, and then
demonstrate a pathway to lower
temperature rechargeable Iron Molten
Air batteries.
—Cui and Licht, Supplementary
Information

The solubility of iron in the eutectic
electrolyte is high, and at 750 °C
approaches half the solubility of the
high solubility in the pure lithium
carbonate electrolyte. The eutectic has
the advantage of a greater molten
temperature range—extending several
hundred degrees lower than the pure
lithium system). Compared to pure
lithium carbonate, the alternative
molten media has the disadvantage of
lower conductivity, but the advantage
of even greater availability, and the
wider operating temperature domain.
In the paper, Bao and Licht compared
iron MABs with the Li0.87Na0.63K0.50CO3
electrolyte at 600 ˚C or less with a
battery with the 730 °C Li2CO3
electrolyte.
High voltage efficiency and cycling is
observed at 600 ˚C, but polarization is
excessive at 395 ˚C. In contrast to the
low temperature advantage the
eutectic electrolyte has two
challenges. Li2CO3 is more conductive
than electrolytes containing Na2CO3 or
K2CO3, and Li2O is more stabilizing
than Na2O or K2O in carbonates or
chlorides. We hope to explore if a new
BaCO3 additive can offset the
disadvantages.
—Cui and Licht
Resources
Baochen Cui and Stuart Licht (2014)
“A Low Temperature Iron Molten Air
Battery,” J. Mater. Chem. A, Accepted
Manuscript doi: 10.1039/C4TA01290A
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Driving power for electric cars
21 July 2008
Scientists have made the first renewable fuel cell that can store more energy than petrol.
Electric vehicles are potentially more environmentally friendly than petrol vehicles because they do not emit
greenhouse gases, but the cells they use for power can't store as much energy as fossil fuels. Now, Stuart Licht
and colleagues, have developed a vanadium boride-air fuel cell with a much larger energy capacity than current
vehicle batteries. 'The cell has ten times the energy capacity of lithium ion batteries and three times the energy
density of zinc-air batteries,' says Licht, 'although all these devices work in the same way.'

General Motors' electric car 'Volt'
© General Motors
In its electric car 'Volt', launching in 2010, General Motors (GM) uses a lithium ion battery which can power the
car for 40 miles before it needs to be recharged. To extend this range, GM added a standard combustion engine
to recharge the battery when it runs low.
"Our renewable fuel cell opens the door to electric vehicles with viable driving ranges,
without a separate combustion engine and frequent battery recharges"- Stuart Licht
The vanadium boride-air fuel cell needs only air and fresh fuel to complete the recharge process. Using this
system, a motorist would drive into a fuel station, receive fresh fuel and drive away.
Peter Bruce, an expert in new materials for energy storage devices at St Andrews University, UK, comments:
'Finding ways to store more energy than is possible at present is a key challenge and imaginative solutions are
necessary. Replacing the zinc in a zinc-air primary battery with a vanadium boride anode is certainly interesting.
However, it does raise a number of challenges for practical devices, such as recharging the batteries, and more
scientific questions to be answered.'
Licht acknowledges that there is lots of work to do before the fuel cell can be commercialised. 'This is a first study
demonstrating the very high capacity of the cell. Engineering details, systems optimisation and scale-up need to
be developed,' he says.
Janet Crombie
Link to journal article:

Renewable highest capacity VB2/air energy storage
Stuart Licht, Huiming Wu, Xingwen Yu and Yufei Wang, Chem. Commun., 2008, 3257
DOI: 10.1039/b807929c
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New Battery Type Has More Energy Density
This new type of battery does not burn fuel
like a fuel cell, and is not a reversible reaction
like rechargeable batteries. But it does have
comparable energy density to gasoline--a
first for an electric battery type.
As in a zinc air cell, the vanadium
boride cell reacts oxygen brought
in via the cathode with the anode
to produce electricity. And also
as in a zinc-air cell, the reaction is
irreversible; spent anode s
need to be replaced in a “refueling” operation and chemically
regenerated. (Earlier po st.) The vanadium boride cells co m bine a conventional
air cathode with a zirconia-stabilized vanadium boride anode.
.. .For regeneration of the anode s , Licht and his team propo s ed a s olar photo che mical
path way ba sed on Mg reduction of the fuel cell discharge products .
The large volumetric capacity of the fuel cell, and the pathway for a renewable (solar) energy recharge, are
positive attributes of this novel vanadium boride air cell. Systems aspects will continue to be analyzed and
optimized. Liquid (higher temperature, solar driven), rather than solid, Mg, should facilitate the recharge
formation of VB2...The discharge studies indicate that sub micron particle size VB2, as available following
high energy ball milling, can further improve anodic kinetics and coulombic efficiency.
—Licht 2008 _GCC

Achieving this level of energy density makes it worthwhile to explore efficient methods of recharging the
cell. If the researchers can achieve a type of solar re-charging system, the new cell might form the basis
of new electric vehicle fleets with ready access to a maintenance/recharge facility--taxis, buses, delivery
vans, etc. Eventually it may be possible to achieve affordable and reliable home recharge for this type of
cell.

Green Car Congress
Researchers Develop Vanadium Boride Air Cell;
Twice the Practical Energy Capacity of Gasoline

25 July 2008

A team of researchers led by Dr. Stuart, has developed a vanadium boride (VB2)/air cell—a new renewable
electrochemical energy system which stores more energy than gasoline and has an order of magnitude higher
capacity than lithium-ion batteries. A report on their work is published in the 28 July issue of the journal Chemical
Communications.
The energy capacity gap between gasoline and electrochemical storage systems has been a fundamental barrier to
more widespread use of electric drive vehicles. Gasoline has a practical energy storage capacity of about 2.7
kWh/Liter, Li-ion about 0.5 kWh/L. Zinc-air cells, another high-capacity electrochemical system, have a practical
capacity of about 1.75 Wh/L according to Licht and his colleagues. The new VB2 system has a practical capacity of 5
kWh/L, they calculate.
Practical, compared to intrinsic, energy electrochemical capacity is limited by the delivered
energy and system mass, incorporates all voltage losses, air cathode size, and all other cell
components. For example, the practical energy of a small, portable commercial zinc air cell
exceeds 18% of the intrinsic energy capacity, and can be higher in an optimized, large fuel cell
configuration. The relative practical capacity of the VB2/air cell can be estimated as similar to that
of the well studied Zn/air system (electrolytes and cathodes are similar). Based on this analog, the
practical vanadium boride fuel has a lower limit of 18% of its intrinsic 27 kWh L-1, for an estimated
vanadium boride air practical storage capacity of 5 kWh L-1.
—Licht 2008
As in a zinc air cell, the vanadium boride cell reacts oxygen brought in via the cathode with the anode to produce
electricity. And also as in a zinc-air cell, the reaction is irreversible; spent anodes need to be replaced in a “refueling”
operation and chemically regenerated. (Earlier post.) The vanadium boride cells combine a conventional air cathode
with a zirconia-stabilized vanadium boride anode.

Energy capacity
comparison of
gasoline, hydrogen
and electrochemical
energy sources.
Shading
superimposed on
solid colors indicates
practical capacities.
Source: Licht 2008.

Optimization of the
vanadium boride air
cell anode capacity as
a function of the
indicated anode
composition, capacity,
and discharge load
conditions. Click to
enlarge. Source: Licht
2008.

The researchers used the zirconia coating to avoid issues such as boride corrosion, which can result in “not only a
chemical loss of the electrochemical capacity, but evolved hydrogen is flammable, and the evolved gas can swell or
even crack a cell.” Zirconia is highly stable and maintains effective charge transfer during boride anodic discharge.
The researchers overcame a series of impediments to the effective discharge of the vanadium boride fuel cell and
showed experimentally that they could realize substantial capacity of VB2. (See plot at right.)
For regeneration of the anodes, Licht and his team proposed a solar photochemical pathway based on Mg reduction
of the fuel cell discharge products.
The large volumetric capacity of the fuel cell, and the pathway for a renewable (solar) energy recharge, are positive
attributes of this novel vanadium boride air cell. Systems aspects will continue to be analyzed and optimized. Liquid
(higher temperature, solar driven), rather than solid, Mg, should facilitate the recharge formation of VB2...The
discharge studies indicate that sub micron particle size VB2, as available following high energy ball milling, can
further improve anodic kinetics and coulombic efficiency.
—Licht 2008
This material was based on work supported in part by the United States National Science Foundation, with research
support to Stuart Licht while working at the Foundation.
Resources
Stuart Licht, Huiming Wu, Xingwen Yu and Yufei Wang (2008) Renewable highest capacity VB2/air energy storage.
Chem. Commun., 2008, 3257-3259 doi: 10.1039/b807929c

The scientific article on the vanadium boride fuel cell is attached.
Other popular press descriptions of this
fuel with higher capacity than gasoline are titled:

Yahoo! News
New 'fuel battery' may ditch gasoline for good
Sat, Jul 26

The Economic Times
New fuel battery may ditch gasoline for good
26 Jul, 2008

The Daily Reckoning
Battery with 2X energy density of gasoline
Researchers Develop Vanadium Boride Air Cell; Twice the Practical Energy Capacity of Gasoline
25 July 2008

The Chemical Engineer
28/7/2008
Vanadium boride bears fuel cell hopes

New technology promises twice the capacity of
petrol
by Claudia Flavell-While
Developing better fuel cells for car is a critical task

New Scientist
NewScientistTech

'Fuel battery' could take cars beyond petrol
25 July 2008
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Latest Car News

The New Hybrid - Fuel Systems and
Batteries Combined
July 29th, 2008
New fuel-battery combines batteries with fuel system and
could overtake the gasoline fuel source.
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Alkaline batteries, so the TV ads claim, keep on "going, and going, and going." Now, an experimental battery
may keep on going, going, going even longer than the alkalines.
The new battery uses sulfur and aluminum to store charge, more than doubling the discharge time of a typical
D-cell flashlight battery, says Stuart Licht, a chemist at Clark University in Worcester, Mass. Compared to other
consumer batteries, such as those used in cars or radios, the experimental sulfur-aluminum aqueous cell holds
more energy per pound, discharges longer, weighs less, and uses fewer noxious chemicals, Licht told a
meeting of the American Chemical Society in Chicago last week. Licht and Dharmasena Peramunage, now at
EIC Laboratories in Norwood, Mass., also report on the new battery in the Aug. 20 SCIENCE.
"This battery stores 220 watt-hours per kilogram and discharges up to 17 hours," says Licht. "In comparison, a
good quality alkaline battery -- a D-cell for a flashlight -- stores 95 watt-hours per kilogram and discharges for
about 6.5 hours. So far, we've only accessed 25 percent of our battery's theoretical capacity, which is over 900
watt-hours per kilogram. But we're confident we can get much more" than 25 percent.
The new battery uses a solid sulfur cathode to supply positive charge and an aluminum anode for negative
charge. But there's a trick involved: To get solid sulfur (an insulator at room temperature) to conduct electricity,
Licht and Peramunage bathed it in an aqueous polysulfide solution saturated with sulfur. To help the aluminum
anode, they used a strong alkaline solution. The result: large stored charges and strong current flow.
"Sulfur and aluminum are wonderful chemicals for batteries," Licht says. "Aluminum is the most abundant
metal in the Earth's crust, and we have piles of sulfur extracted from fossil fuels. They're both plentiful, cheap,
lightweight, environmentally safe, and easy to work with."
Other types of batteries--such as lead-acid, nickel-cadmium, lithium, and sodium-sulfur systems--all have
drawbacks, Licht contends. "Lead-acid and nickel-cadmium pose environmental problems, and they're heavy,
so a car can't go far between recharges. Both sodium and lithium batteries explode if water touches them. And
sodium-sulfur batteries operate above 600 [degrees] F, with safety and cost constraints." In contrast, he adds,
the sulfur-aluminum cell runs at room temperature, storing seven times as much charge per pound as a leadacid battery.
To be useful for electric vehicles, says Licht, a battery must win on two fronts: energy and power. The energy
storage capacity measures how much charge it holds--the automotive equivalent of the size of the gas tank.
Power measures how well the battery delivers "juice" to the engine for quick starts and fast acceleration. Licht
says that, in theory, his battery does well in both areas, "with enough energy per pound to move a car several
hundred miles before recharging--much farther than the 80 miles now possible with other batteries."
This galvanic tale is still unfolding. "We're only in the beginning stages, building tiny experimental cells," Licht
says. "There's a long way to go before our battery reaches the marketplace."

